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Objectives: To provide a clinical disease state review of recent relevant literature and to generate expert
consensus statements regarding the breadth of pediatric thyroid cancer diagnosis and care, with an
emphasis on thyroid surgery. To generate expert statements to educate pediatric practitioners on the
state-of-the-art practices and the value of surgical experience in the management of this unusual and
challenging disease in children.
Methods: A literature search was conducted and statements were constructed and subjected to a
modiﬁed Delphi process to measure the consensus of the expert author panel. The wording of statements, voting tabulation, and statistical analysis were overseen by a Delphi expert (J.J.S.).
Results: Twenty-ﬁve consensus statements were created and subjected to a modiﬁed Delphi analysis to
measure the strength of consensus of the expert author panel. All statements reached a level of
consensus, and the majority of statements reached the highest level of consensus.
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Conclusion: Pediatric thyroid cancer has many unique nuances, such as bulky cervical adenopathy on
presentation, an increased incidence of diffuse sclerosing variant, and a longer potential lifespan to
endure potential complications from treatment. Complications can be a burden to parents and patients
alike. We suggest that optimal outcomes and decreased morbidity will come from the use of advanced
imaging, diagnostic testing, and neural monitoring of patients treated at high-volume centers by highvolume surgeons.
© 2020 AACE. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction

The librarian who conducted the literature search was a staff
librarian from the University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences and
not an AACE or AHNS employee. Literature was limited to the English language. Search terms were selected by the organizing authors (B.C.S and G.W.R). This consensus protocol was modeled after
similar efforts performed by many of the authors of this work.3 This
was not a meta-analysis. Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-Analyses analysis was not done. The literature
search was used to inform the experts of contemporary literature
on the subject. This AACE/AHNS writing committee drafted
concluding statements, wrote the supporting text, and utilized a
modiﬁed Delphi method to determine consensus.4e6 Clinical
statements were divided according to surgical and diagnostic topics
and circulated to surgeons speciﬁcally or all authors, respectively,
to vote using a 1 to 9 Likert scale to achieve consensus (Table 1).
Votes based on available evidence and expert opinion of the committee decided the level of consensus among committee members
regarding statements, indicated as strongly agree, agree, or no
consensus. Criteria for consensus were a mean 7 (agree) with 0 to
1 outliers or a mean 7 with 2 outliers but with neither outlier
value <5 (neutral). All surgical statements reached a consensus, but

Children with thyroid cancer present challenges because physical examination, imaging, and diagnostic techniques are not well
deﬁned and have been largely adapted from the adult experience.
Pediatric thyroid cancer has a unique natural history, and the
burden of surgical complications and the risk of recurrence are
endured for many more years than adults. Aggressive diffuse sclerosing variant, more common in young patients, often presents at a
more advanced stage and poses signiﬁcant surgical challenges.
The American Thyroid Association (ATA) has published pediatric
thyroid cancer guidelines, and a revision is anticipated shortly.
While helpful, they do not fully explore all facets of pediatric thyroid surgical management.1 This consensus statement provides
practical information from experts about how to optimize care for
the pediatric patient. It focuses on preoperative workup, surgical
planning, intraoperative decisions, and perioperative management.
We address evaluation of the thyroid nodule in the pediatric patient, including bloodwork, ultrasound (US) features, when and
how to perform a needle biopsy, laryngeal assessment, and when
additional imaging for lymph node mapping should be performed.
This manuscript will discuss speciﬁc surgical issues, including
intraoperative nerve monitoring (IONM), surgical decisions, when
to consider staging the surgery, and postoperative cancer surveillance. Finally, we will emphasize the preoperative identiﬁcation of
these individuals so that appropriate resources and experience can
be directed to them.
This expert consensus statement is from the American Association of Clinical Endocrinology (AACE) in collaboration with the
American Head and Neck Society (AHNS) Endocrine Surgery Section. We do not present this material as representing an accepted
standard of care. The AHNS represents the largest U.S. society with
expertise in the surgical management of the thyroid, with a focus
on complex thyroid cancer management. It is our hope that this
document improves the quality of medical and surgical care of the
pediatric patient, reduces variation in the management of such
patients, and facilitates further research for these thyroid surgical
patients.

Table 1
Delphi Results
Statements
Diagnostic
S1a
S1b
S3a
S3b
S3c
S3d
S3e
S3f
S3g
S4a
S4b
S4c
S6
S7e
S9
Surgical
S2a
S2b
S5
S7a
S7b
S7c
S7d
S8
S10
S11

Methods
This AACE consensus statement on pediatric thyroid cancer
surgery is based on the writing committee’s expert opinion, a review of current scientiﬁc literature, and the application of recent
guidelines developed by the American Academy of OtolaryngologyHead and Neck Surgery, AHNS, and ATA. A librarian conducted a
literature search on May 31, 2019, in PubMed (2009-2019) using the
following terms: thyroid neoplasm, thyroid surgery, complications,
treatment outcome, pediatric (aged <18 years), child, adolescent,
papillary thyroid cancer, sclerosing variant, surgical/surgeon volume,
nerve damage, laryngeal nerve, tracheotomy, and hypocalcemia. The
search resulted in 315 citations, including 69 speciﬁc complications,
34 general complications, and 34 surgical volume considerations.2

Vote valuea
Mean (range)

Consensus

8.6
8.6
8.9
8.9
8.2
8.4
7.3
8.0
8.8
7.9
7.6
8.3
8.9
8.9
8.6

(7-9)
(5-9)
(8-9)
(8-9)
(3-9)
(5-9)
(3-9)
(3-9)
(7-9)
(5-9)
(5-9)
(5-9)
(7-9)
(7-9)
(7-9)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

8.0
7.6
8.6
8.2
8.2
8.7
9.0
8.8
9.0
7.4

(5-9)
(5-9)
(5-9)
(6-9)
(7-9)
(7-9)
(9-9)
(7-9)
(9-9)
(5-9)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

a
Each panel member selected a vote value for each statement based upon the
following scale: 1, strongly disagree; 3, disagree; 5, neither agree nor disagree; 7,
agree; and 9, strongly agree. Vote values of 2, 4, 6, or 8 were allowed if the strength
of opinion fell between categories.
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2 diagnostic statements did not reach consensus (3e and 4b). Data
analysis was performed by 2 authors (J.R. and J.J.S.) using Stata 15.0
(StataCorp LLC). The governing bodies of AACE and AHNS provided
a ﬁnal review of the document, iterative feedback, and ultimate
approvals prior to journal submission.
The following consensus statements, as interpreted by weighted
scoring (Table 1), should be used by the reader for general clinical
guidance. Speciﬁc clinical circumstances may not be explicitly
applicable to the statements presented in this document.

Box 2
General Clinical Characteristics of Familial Thyroid Tumors

 Gender incidence equal
 Family history of nodular thyroid disease or cancer
and, in some cases, other endocrine or nonendocrine
lesions
 Multifocal and bilateral tumors
 Precursor lesions (C-cell hyperplasia)

Part I: Pediatric Thyroid Surgery Fundamentals

References: 8e10,14,16.

Statement 1a: Knowledge of whether there is a history of
generalized radiation exposure or exposure speciﬁcally to the neck
in a pediatric patient being evaluated for thyroid cancer is essential.
Committee consensus: strongly agree (average Likert score, 8.6).

Statement 2a: Voice assessment and laryngeal examination are
fundamental components of the preoperative physical examination.
Committee consensus: between agree and strongly agree (8.0).

Statement 1b: Knowledge of a family history of thyroid cancer in a
pediatric patient being evaluated for thyroid cancer is important.
Committee consensus: strongly agree (8.6).

Statement 2b: Voice assessment and laryngeal examination are
fundamental components of the postoperative physical
examination. Committee consensus: between agree and strongly
agree (7.6).

History
Thyroid nodules are rare in children; however, the risk of malignancy is signiﬁcantly higher than in adults (22%-26% vs 5%-10%).7
According to the National Cancer Institute registry, 1.8% of all thyroid malignancies diagnosed in the United States are in patients
aged <20 years. Thyroid cancer represents the second most common malignant tumor in teenage girls.7
Most pediatric thyroid malignancies are differentiated thyroid
carcinomas (DTCs), with a great majority being papillary thyroid
carcinoma (PTC) and its variants. Thyroid cancer in children usually
presents as an asymptomatic thyroid mass detected by medical
care providers, parents, or the patients themselves. Nonpalpable
thyroid nodules are often detected on imaging performed for the
evaluation of other medical conditions. Occasionally, thyroid cancer
presents as cervical lymphadenopathy. Less commonly, thyroid
carcinoma in children can present as pulmonary metastases, typically detected by chest imaging for other purposes. Several clinical
features and risk factors are associated with thyroid nodules and
cancer in the pediatric population (Box 1 and 2).8e22

Physical Examination
All children presenting for thyroid cancer evaluation require
a thorough physical examination. Vocal quality and respiration
should be assessed for signs of vocal fold dysfunction or airway
compression. This examination may involve listening, endoscopy, and/or neck US. The central neck should be palpated for
laryngeal landmarks, neck contour, gland size, and nodularity.
The lateral neck should be carefully examined, taking note of
any enlarged lymph nodes. As children often have palpable
cervical nodes, nodes identiﬁed in a child with suspected thyroid malignancy should be further evaluated by US and
cytology, as indicated (see below).
Children with thyroid cancer frequently have large-volume
thyroid disease that places critical anatomy at risk during surgery. All pediatric patients should undergo a preoperative
laryngeal examination to establish baseline laryngeal function
prior to surgery for thyroid nodules or multifocal or bilateral
malignant thyroid disease (see below). 23,24 Laryngeal US may be
considered as an alternative to endoscopy to evaluate vocal fold
motion if the examination adequately demonstrates glottic
function.25

Box 1
Concerning History and Physical Findings for Pediatric Thyroid
Cancer

Fine-needle Aspiration
Evaluation of thyroid nodules in pediatric patients is based
on clinical risk factors and ultrasonographic features coupled

Patient history






Prior thyroid disease or treatment
Head and neck irradiation
Bone marrow transplantation
Other malignancies

Table 2
Clinicopathologic Features of Medullary Thyroid Carcinoma Syndromes

Family history

 Thyroid cancers, specifically papillary/follicular/
medullary thyroid cancer types
 Autoimmune thyroiditis or thyroid nodules
 Multiple colon polyps, colon cancer
 Pheochromocytoma/paraganglioma/MEN syndromes

Medullary thyroid
carcinoma syndromes

Clinicopathologic features

MEN-2A
Sipple syndrome

Medullary thyroid carcinoma, C-cell hyperplasia
Adrenal pheochromocytoma and adrenal
medullary hyperplasia
Parathyroid hyperplasia (adenomas)
Medullary thyroid carcinoma and associated
C-cell hyperplasia
Adrenal pheochromocytoma and adrenal
medullary hyperplasia
Neuromas of the oral cavity and gastrointestinal
tract, musculoskeletal abnormalities (Marfanoid
habitus), eye lens abnormalities

MEN-2B

Physical examination findings

 Pain at the site of the nodule
 Hoarseness
 Difficulty in swallowing and/or breathing
References: 8e16,18e21.
References: 11,15,18.
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Table 3
Nonmedullary Thyroid Cancer as the Main Tumors of Familial Syndromes
Disorder; chromosome location

Thyroid lesion

Familial papillary thyroid carcinoma/papillary renal neoplasia; 1q21
Familial nonmedullary thyroid carcinoma with oxyphilia; 19p13.2
Familial nonmedullary thyroid carcinoma 1; 2q21
Familial nonmedullary thyroid carcinoma; 19p13, 9p22.33, 14q13.3
Familial multinodular goiter with papillary thyroid carcinoma; 14q,
8p23.1-p22

Papillary thyroid carcinoma, adenomatoid nodules, papillary renal neoplasia
Adenomatoid nodules, papillary thyroid carcinoma with oxyphilia
Papillary thyroid carcinoma, adenomatoid nodules
Papillary thyroid carcinoma, adenomatoid nodules
Papillary thyroid carcinoma, multinodular goiter with cyst formation, adenomatoid nodule,
follicular adenoma

References: 12e14.

Table 4
Nonmedullary Thyroid Lesions Associated with Familial Tumor Syndromes
Disorder; chromosome location; gene

Thyroid lesion

Familial adenomatous polyposis; 5q21; APC
PTEN hamartoma tumor syndrome; 10q22-23; PTEN
Carney complex; 17q24; PRKA-R1a
MEN-1; 11q13; MEN1
MEN-2A; 10q11.2; RET
McCune-Albright syndrome; 20q13.1-13.2; GNAS1
Peutz-Jeghers syndrome; 19p13.3; LKB1
DICER1 syndrome; 14q32; DICER1

Papillary thyroid carcinoma cribriform-morular variant
Papillary thyroid carcinoma, follicular thyroid carcinoma, adenomatoid nodule, lymphocytic thyroiditis
Adenomatoid nodule, follicular adenoma, follicular thyroid carcinoma, papillary thyroid carcinoma
Nodular goiter, follicular adenoma
Papillary thyroid microcarcinoma
Nodular goiter/follicular thyroid carcinoma, follicular adenoma
Nodular goiter, papillary thyroid carcinoma
Multinodular goiter, follicular adenoma, differentiated thyroid carcinoma

References: 13,14.

PAX8-PPARg fusion protein, NTRK gene fusions, and BRAF gene fusions. In pediatric patients, based on limited data, a RET/PTC rearrangement or NTRK or BRAF gene fusions may be markers of
potential aggressive behavior.31e33,36

with ﬁne-needle aspiration (FNA), similar to ATA adult guidelines. In a subset of patients, molecular analysis may be
considered.26 The increased risk of thyroid nodules and DTC is
associated with the female gender, adolescent age, a history of
exposure of ionizing radiation to the neck, and predisposing
familial syndromes (Boxes 1 and 2, Tables 2 through 4).27 Most
thyroid nodules are selected for FNA based on their US characteristics. FNA specimens are reported according to The
Bethesda System for Reporting Thyroid Cytology.28 This
reporting consists of 6 categories, and each is associated with a
range for risk of malignancy. The categories are as follows: I,
nondiagnostic; II, benign; III, atypia of undetermined signiﬁcance/follicular lesion of undetermined signiﬁcance; IV, follicular neoplasm; V, suspicious for malignant; and VI, malignant.
Categories III and IV are considered indeterminate. In pediatric
patients, up to 35% of thyroid nodules are classiﬁed as indeterminate. Pediatric patients have a higher risk of malignancy in
these indeterminate classes compared with adults.29 Options
for the indeterminate nodules include excision or repeat FNA
with molecular testing. Care should be taken to possibly hold
an additional specimen in reserve for molecular testing if
indicated and to avoid an additional FNA.

Statement 3a: US examination of the thyroid and central/lateral
neck is necessary in the setting of concern for thyroid cancer; US is
an extension of the physical examination and can characterize the
extent of thyroid pathology and regional adenopathy. Committee
consensus: strongly agree (8.9).
Statement 3b: US examination provides essential information in the
evaluation of pediatric patients deemed at risk for thyroid cancer
(Box 1). Committee consensus: strongly agree (8.9).
Statement 3c: US-guided FNA biopsy is obtained from all pediatric
patients who are considered at risk for thyroid cancer by history
and/or by initial evaluation results. Committee consensus: between agree and strongly agree (8.2).
Statement 3d: Suspicious thyroid nodules and/or lymph nodes
should be biopsied under US guidance to ensure precision in
sampling and adequacy of the specimen. Committee consensus:
between agree and strongly agree (8.4).

Signiﬁcance and Application of Molecular Markers in Pediatric
Populations
Molecular testing of thyroid FNA specimens has been shown
to increase the posttest probability of thyroid malignancy on
surgical resection. This is true for those cases diagnosed as
Bethesda III and IV.30 By molecular analysis, both adult and pediatric DTC show activation of the phosphatidylinositol-3kinase/protein kinase B and mitogen-activated protein kinase
signaling pathways. In pediatrics, gene fusions occur with a
higher frequency compared with adults, with approximately 60%
to 70% of pediatric thyroid cancers found to have a fusion oncogene compared with 15% of adults.31,32
Point mutations are found in approximately 30% of pediatric
patients compared with 70% in adults.32,33 BRAF (BRAFV600E)
mutations are the most common, found in 20% to 30% of pediatric
PTCs. RAS mutations are very uncommon in this patient group.34,35
Other molecular alterations rarely seen in pediatric tumors include

Statement 3e: When cytology is indeterminate (Bethesda III or IV),
molecular testing can be considered. Committee consensus: agree
(7.3).
Statement 3f: When cytology is insufﬁcient (Bethesda I), biopsy
should be repeated within 2 to 8 weeks. Committee consensus:
between agree and strongly agree (8.0).
Statement 3g: Similar to adults, US screening for nodular thyroid
disease is not recommended in the general pediatric population.
Committee consensus: strongly agree (8.8).
Ultrasound
It is unclear if prospective US screening should be performed
for children at increased risk for thyroid cancer, including those
177
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Fig. Composite ﬁgure of the diffuse sclerosing variant of papillary carcinoma cancer. A, Typical “snowstorm” appearance on US due to numerous microcalciﬁcations. B, The air-dried
ﬁne-needle aspiration smear of diffuse sclerosing variant shows a nest of tumor cells with lamellated calciﬁcations (psammoma body) (arrow). C and D, Histopathology (low and
high magniﬁcations, respectively) of a resection specimen shows a tumor nest with numerous psammoma bodies (within the tumor nests and intrathyroidal lymphatics) inﬁltrating
the thyroid parenchyma.

also helpful as a map during surgery, especially in the setting of US
of extensive/bulky or inferiorly extending nodal disease. Nodal
classiﬁcation systems are useful for multidisciplinary communication and surgical planning.40 Nodal mapping is valuable for bulky
nodal disease, allowing for a comprehensive dissection of affected
neck regions.

with a history of underlying thyroid disease (family history of
nonmedullary thyroid cancer, prior radiation exposure, etc.).37
Children at risk should be considered for an annual physical examination of the neck (Box 1). In these children, US is the preferred
ﬁrst diagnostic imaging modality for assessment of palpable neck
abnormalities due to ease and avoidance of exposure to radiation.
Thyroid and neck US may be performed separately, based on local
facilities and practices.
Because thyroid gland volume changes with age, nodule characteristics rather than size should drive the decision regarding FNA.
Nodules with suspicious features, such as hypoechogenicity, solid
composition, microcalciﬁcation, taller-than-wide morphology,
irregular margins, and associated abnormal lymph nodes, should
be biopsied.38,39 It is important to note that diffuse sclerosing
variant of papillary thyroid carcinoma (DSVPTC) typically presents
with diffuse calciﬁcations and hypervascularity throughout 1 lobe
or the entire gland, rather than as a discrete nodule (Fig.). Hyperfunctioning nodules need not be biopsied due to a low risk for
malignancy.
Even in young children, FNA can successfully be achieved with
local anesthesia, such as after application of topical lidocaine and
prilocaine ointment. Conscious sedation may occasionally be
required. FNA should always be performed under US guidance to
reduce the risk of sampling error. Bedside or real-time conﬁrmation
of sample adequacy can also help to assure that a successful diagnosis is made.
US should be used for preoperative planning. For the lateral
neck, US and computed tomography (CT) demonstrate similar
sensitivity for the detection of metastatic nodal disease; however,
CT is superior to US for the central neck and should be considered in
cases of bulky disease (Statement 9).39 Cross-sectional imaging is

Statement 4a: A preoperative (or prebiopsy) thyroid function panel
(free thyroxine and thyroid stimulating hormone) informs
preoperative management. Committee consensus: between agree
and strongly agree (7.9).
Statement 4b: Preoperative treatment of vitamin D deﬁciency can
mitigate challenges managing postoperative hypocalcemia. Committee consensus: agree (7.6).
Statement 4c: Perioperative calcium-related testing (calcium,
ionized calcium, magnesium, phosphorus, intact parathyroid
hormone, and 25-hydroxy vitamin D) informs patient management.
Committee consensus: between agree and strongly agree (8.3).
Laboratory Evaluation and Patient Management
Laboratory evaluation of children undergoing thyroid surgery
should include thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH), free
thyroxine, thyroid autoantibodies, and a panel that includes
calcium, albumin, phosphorus, and magnesium, as well as 25hydroxy vitamin D and intact parathyroid hormone (parathyroid hormone; in cases of total or completion thyroidectomy).
Free or total triiodothyronine may be ordered with a suppressed
TSH. Thyroid function testing is ideally drawn before FNA to
determine if the nodule is hyperfunctional. In cases of Graves
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are unable to tolerate transnasal FFL and is especially suited to
pediatric patients because their laryngeal thyroid cartilage is typically noncalciﬁed and more sonographically lucent. Providers other
than otolaryngologists (eg, endocrinologists and general surgeons)
may prefer US evaluation.51e53

hyperthyroidism, 7 to 10 days before surgery, iodine drops
should be started (1 to 3 drops, three times a day) to reduce
thyroid gland bleeding during surgery.41
Because children who undergo total thyroidectomy are at risk
for postoperative hypoparathyroidism, treatment with calcitriol
(eg, 0.5 mg twice a day), with or without calcium carbonate, for
3 days prior to surgery can be considered. This approach has
been effective for adults but not studied in children. Preoperative supplementation with vitamin D3 appears particularly
prudent if a vitamin D deﬁciency is identiﬁed in advance.38 Care
should be exercised when using calcitriol to avoid hypercalcemia. If the patient has a low-calcium diet, supplemental calcium
(500-1000 mg of elemental calcium, three times a day) may be
added preoperatively.
At regular intervals after surgery, calcium levels should be followed. If hypocalcemic and not already taking calcitriol, it should
be initiated (0.5 mg twice a day). Postoperatively, calcitriol may be
weaned. Serum calcium and phosphorus should be monitored
weekly until calcitriol is discontinued.38,39 Pre- and postoperative
calcium and calcitriol supplementation has been shown to reduce
the frequency of symptomatic hypocalcemia after surgery in
adults.42,43
Following total thyroidectomy, levothyroxine should be started the day after surgery at a weight-appropriate dose (1.5-2.0
mg/kg/day). Thyroid levels should be checked within 4 to 6 weeks
after initiation and any subsequent dose changes.1 No sooner
than 6 weeks after surgery, calcitonin should be measured in
individuals with medullary thyroid carcinoma and thyroglobulin
(Tg) and anti-Tg antibodies in individuals with DTC. About 6
months after surgery, thyroid bed US with lymph node mapping
should be obtained.44e46

Statement 6: Postoperative risk assessment and stratiﬁcation is used
to determine the need for and amount of postoperative radioactive
iodine. Committee consensus: strongly agree (8.9).
Radioactive Iodine
Radioactive iodine (RAI) therapy has been traditionally given to
children with DTC with the objectives of decreasing the rate of
recurrence and eliminating residual thyroid tissue to allow better
monitoring for recurrent disease using Tg. Due to the increased
awareness of long-term complications from RAI, including pulmonary ﬁbrosis, transient effects on fertility and/or menstrual cycles, and risk of salivary malignancy efforts have increased to
determine which patients beneﬁt most from this therapy and in
whom it should be avoided.1,54,55
Occasionally, RAI is considered indicated upon return of
pathology that demonstrates aggressive histology and/or large
numbers of nodal metastases (>5). If the former features are
discovered following a thyroid lobectomy, completion thyroidectomy with possible reoperative nodal surgery may be
required to prepare the patient for subsequent RAI
administration.
Both the ATA pediatric and adult guidelines stratify patients
with PTC into low-, intermediate-, and high-risk groups for recurrent disease.56 Studies of adult patients (limited pediatric data have
been published) with low-risk DTC have demonstrated no
improvement in survival and increased rates of second primary
malignancies in those treated with RAI.54,55 Some pediatric thyroid
cancers can be intermediate- or high-risk when full histologic data
are available postoperatively. In such patients, RAI is indicated due
to a higher rate of recurrence.57,58
Thyroid cancer restaging is initially performed 6 to 8 weeks after
surgery. It is recommended that ATA low-risk patients be assessed
with TSH-suppressed Tg. ATA intermediate- and high-risk patients
should undergo a diagnostic whole-body scan and TSH-stimulated
Tg measurement to assess for persistent disease.59 Based on available information, RAI appears to best be used in patients with N1a/
N1b or greater disease and in those with nodal or locoregional
disease unamenable to remedial surgery.60,61 Patients with pulmonary metastases are also candidates for RAI therapy, but
remission rates depend on the volume and distribution of metastatic disease.62
Postoperatively, children should undergo a thorough physical
examination to assess for recurrent disease, including Tg measurements and routine US examinations of the thyroid bed and
central and lateral lymph node compartments. Follow-up encounters should be adjusted based on each child’s risk proﬁle.1,56
Providers should acquaint themselves with the risks of RAI for
younger patients.

Statement 5: Preoperative laryngeal examination, preferably
by direct visualization (ﬂexible ﬁberoptic laryngoscopy), is
required for surgical planning. Committee consensus: strongly
agree (8.6).
Preoperative Laryngeal Assessment
Flexible ﬁberoptic laryngoscopy. Flexible ﬁberoptic laryngoscopy
(FFL) has long been established as a safe and effective procedure for
evaluating laryngeal dynamics. This is easily performed in awake
patients, from infants to adults.47,48 This technique establishes the
functional status of the vocal cords, both pre- and postoperatively.
The authors recommend consistent pre- and postoperative conﬁrmation, by either FFL or another established technique (rigid
transoral laryngoscopy), of the status of vocal fold mobility in all
pediatric patients undergoing thyroid surgery. Preoperative vocal
cord dysfunction suggests locoregional invasion and more
advanced disease and inﬂuences the discussion with the patient’s
family regarding the risks of surgery and possible tracheotomy.
Preoperative vocal cord assessment also has implications for
application and interpretation of IONM during surgery and for
surgical strategy.49,50 Postoperative vocal cord assessment is useful
to deﬁnitively demonstrate whether surgery resulted in any degree
of impaired vocal fold mobility. Accurate knowledge of the postoperative functional status of the vocal cords is important when
considering the safety of deglutition, the potential need for voice/
laryngeal interventions, and the risk of any future surgery involving
the thyroid bed.

Part II: Complex Surgical Issues Unique To Pediatric Patients
The most common presentation of pediatric thyroid cancer is
as a solitary thyroid nodule. Children with PTC are more likely
to have an extrathyroidal extension, regional lymphadenopathy,
and pulmonary metastases compared with their adult counterparts. Multifocal and bilateral PTCs are also more common in
children, as is diffuse sclerosing variant, the latter posing a

US vocal cord visualization. Transcutaneous laryngeal US has been
shown to be a safe and effective alternative to FFL for the evaluation
of vocal cord function. US evaluation can be useful in patients who
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anticipation of the complication. It involves providing temporary or
permanent calcium and calcitriol supplementation as well as the
monitoring of symptoms and serum calcium levels.69,70 Operative
vigilance should be maintained for parathyroid glands, which are
smaller in children. Postoperative hypocalcemia can be managed in
anticipation or with the assistance of intraoperative parathyroid
hormone monitoring.71

greater technical challenge due to its unencapsulated, widely
invasive nature.1,63
Statement 7a: Compartmental neck dissection is required for all
biopsy-proven malignant nodal diseases (N1a or N1b). Committee
consensus: between agree and strongly agree (8.2).
Statement 7b: In expert hands, elective central neck dissection is an
option for patients with advanced primary disease Committee
consensus: between agree and strongly agree (8.2).

Techniques to Reduce Length of Stay
Length of stay (LOS) is a frequent metric used in outcome studies
as a surrogate of quality related to thyroidectomy. Surgical complications, such as hypocalcemia, RLN injury, and hematoma, increase the LOS.68 LOS after thyroidectomy ranges from the same
day to several days, with reported averages in large cohorts of 1 to
3.3 days.66e68 In several large studies, center and surgeon case
volume has been demonstrated to correlate with improved outcomes and a shorter LOS.72e78 Intraoperative parathyroid hormone
measurement and early postoperative engagement by pediatric
endocrinology as well as calcium supplementation may shorten
hospitalization.

Statement 7c: The beneﬁts of an elective central neck dissection
must be balanced with the low risk of missing clinically signiﬁcant
disease on US or during surgery and the increased risk of permanent
hypoparathyroidism. Committee consensus: strongly agree (8.7).
Statement 7d: Elective lateral neck dissection is unwarranted for
differentiated thyroid cancer. Committee consensus: strongly
agree (9.0).
Statement 7e: Complex pediatric thyroid cancer cases are ideally
referred to surgeons and centers with experience and
multidisciplinary support. Committee consensus: strongly agree
(8.9).
An absolute indication for a primary neck dissection is the
presence of biopsy-proven nodal metastases.64 Total thyroidectomy
with elective central node dissection is controversial. Because of a
greater likelihood of nodal metastases in children, consideration
can be given to an ipsilateral elective central neck dissection to
possibly reduce reliance on 131I therapy, avoid reoperative procedures, and improve disease-free survival. These concerns are
placed in equipoise with an increased risk for complications,
particularly hypoparathyroidism.65 If lifelong complications are to
be avoided, operator experience is critical. Surgeons operating on
children should be performing at least 30 thyroid operations per
year in high-volume centers with dedicated pediatric
specialists.17,63e65

Life Expectancy and Length of Time to Endure Surgical Morbidities
Patients undergoing thyroidectomy for DTC have an excellent
long-term prognosis. Although this is certainly good for patients,
it means that the potential for living with complications of thyroid surgery for decades is very high. PTC accounts for 95% of
thyroid cancers in adolescents and children. These same authors
found a 98% 5-year survival rate, 97% 10-year survival rate, and
92% 30-year survival rate.79 A review of 1690 cases of pediatric
thyroid cancer from 61 European cancer registries showed a
5-year survival rate of 99% in PTC and a 5-year survival rate of 95%
in medullary thyroid cancer.80 A study of 227 patients with DTC
aged 20 years or younger at the time of diagnosis showed survival
rates of 99.3% at 10 years, 99.3% at 20 years, and 96.5% at 40
years.81e83 These survival statistics emphasize the potential
impact of surgical complications on the patient’s quality of
survivorship.

Statement 8: Intraoperative laryngeal nerve monitoring is a
beneﬁcial guide given the thin caliper of the RLN and challenging
pediatric anatomy in the setting of bulky thyroid/lymph node
disease. Committee consensus: Strongly agree (8.8).

Statement 9: CT or magnetic resonance imaging should be used in
cases of bulky primary and/or nodal disease, posterior thyroid
masses or vocal cord paralysis on presentation. Committee
consensus: strongly agree (8.6).

The thin caliber of the recurrent laryngeal nerves (RLNs) and
external branch of the superior laryngeal nerves puts them at
increased risk for injury. IONM can aid in the identiﬁcation of
nerves, the decision to possibly stage surgery, and the avoidance of
bilateral RLN injury. Cases with extensive lymphadenopathy and/or
extrathyroidal extension pose a particular risk to the RLNs as well as
the parathyroid glands. Abundant thymic tissue can also make
identiﬁcation of these structures difﬁcult.66,67 IONM has been
shown to be safe in the pediatric population.62 Due to increased risk
of nerve injury, postoperative laryngeal evaluation should be performed after all thyroid procedures and before pursuing contralateral surgery for children undergoing staged or completion
thyroidectomy procedures.66
In patients with a small solitary thyroid cancer conﬁned to 1
lobe and clinically negative nodes, consideration should be given to
thyroid lobectomy, which avoids the risks of hypoparathyroidism,
bilateral RLN injury, tracheotomy and, possibly, the need for lifelong
levothyroxine replacement therapy.
Hypocalcemia is the most common complication after total
thyroidectomy. Hypocalcemia can result in prolonged hospital
admission.68 Hypocalcemia management starts with the

Cross-sectional Imaging for Bulky Lymphadenopathy
Cervical US is the most common imaging modality employed
while evaluating thyroid disease in both pediatric and adult
patients.84e87 US is also well suited to evaluate the lateral neck
for lymphadenopathy, and it is commonly used to provide visualization for ﬁne-needle biopsies of both thyroid and extrathyroidal lesions. Central neck nodes can be visualized in selected
patients. US alone provides sufﬁcient imaging information in
most cases. Cross-sectional imaging by CT or magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) can provide useful information beyond what is
obtained by US, such as the central neck.1,56,84,88 We chose to
emphasize a few scenarios, in particular, that beneﬁt from such
imaging.
In the setting of bulky lymphadenopathy, CT or MRI can be
useful to better delineate the extent of the disease.88,89 Advanced
diseases can demonstrate skull base or mediastinal involvement,
invasion of the aerodigestive tract, or encasement of the carotid
sheath structures. The choice of CT or MRI can be made according to
factors such as whether more osseous or soft tissue detail is
desired. Ultimately, imaging is left to surgeon preference. Some
have argued for MRI over CT due to the necessity of waiting for
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surgery has not been shown to negatively inﬂuence oncologic
outcomes in adult patients.102

iodine-based CT contrast to clear from the body prior to RAI.
However, radioiodine therapy is typically given sufﬁciently far after
a preoperative CT, so this is rarely an issue. The potential health
consequences of radiation exposure from CT imaging has discouraged its use.89e92 Additionally, with young patients, axial imaging
may require sedation or general anesthesia.89 This is quite relevant,
as recent studies have analyzed the potential impact of general
anesthesia on cognitive development in young children.93,94

Diffuse Sclerosing Variant
DSVPTC is an aggressive form of PTC with a high prevalence in
pediatric patients and those with a history of irradiation.103 Other
aggressive invasive variants may be encountered in this population
(eg, widely invasive follicular carcinoma), but we will focus on
DSVPTC as the archetype for invasive pediatric thyroid cancer.
DSVPTC accounts for approximately 2% to 6% of PTCs.104,105 DSVPTC
presents with diffuse involvement of 1 or both thyroid lobes with or
without a discrete mass. It has an increased incidence of extrathyroidal extension, lymph node involvement, and pulmonary
metastasis.105,106 Histologically, squamous metaplastic features,
numerous psammomatous calciﬁcations, and extensive lymphovascular involvement in a background of chronic thyroiditis characterize DSVPTC.107
DSVPTC has distinguishable sonographic characteristics,
including diffuse thyroid enlargement, hypoechoic heterogeneous
patterns, mild to profuse blood ﬂow, and regional lymphadenopathy with suspicious features such as microcalciﬁcations (Fig.).108
The diffuse, scattered microcalciﬁcations can give a “snowstorm”
sonographic appearance, and the sonographic ﬁndings overlap
with those of chronic thyroiditis.103 Chereau et al reported an
increased risk of locoregional recurrence and cancer-related deaths
in patients with DSVPTC. Recurrence-free survival in DSVPTC appears similar to high-risk PTC (34% vs 27%).106,107
The FNA ﬁndings of DSVPTC include (1) solid and spherical
groups of epithelial cells containing lymphocytes, (2) hobnail cells,
(3) septate cytoplasmic vacuoles, (4) large unilocular vacuoles, (5)
squamous differentiation, (6) abundant psammoma bodies, (7) a
lymphocytic background, and (8) a relative infrequency of characteristic nuclear features of PTC.107e110 DSVPTC has rare BRAF and
RAS mutations, but a high frequency of RET/PTC rearrangements.111

Posterior Invasive Disease and Paralyzed Vocal Cord on Presentation
In the setting of a paralyzed vocal fold on presentation or a
posterior location of a thyroid mass on US, cross-sectional imaging
is recommended. The additional imaging information provided can
prove useful in surgical planning, particularly in relation to RLN
management and monitoring. With a unilateral vocal fold paresis
noted preoperatively, axial imaging detail can be useful for surgical
planning on the contralateral side because efforts are made to
minimize the risk of iatrogenic nerve injury that could lead to
bilateral vocal fold paresis. The MRI or CT imaging detail provided
with a posterior thyroid mass can inform surgical planning if it may
require more than typical dissection and manipulation of the
RLN.88,95 Along with cross-sectional imaging, all of these scenarios
beneﬁt from laryngeal neuromonitoring, the details of which
follow.
Statement 10: Intraoperative recurrent laryngeal nerve monitoring
is used to (1) localize and protect the recurrent laryngeal and
superior laryngeal nerves during surgery, (2) predict postoperative
nerve dysfunction, and (3) decide on the possibility of staging
surgery. Committee consensus: strongly agree (9.0).
Statement 11: Guidelines and the latest literature on nerve
monitoring techniques need to be consulted for safe thyroidectomy
and central neck dissection around the branches of the vagus nerve.
Committee consensus: agree (7.4).

Part III: Future Work
Volume Thresholds, Quality, and Safety for Pediatric Thyroid Surgery

Intraoperative Nerve Monitoring
IONM of the RLNs and external branch of the superior laryngeal
nerves has become increasingly common during adult thyroid and
parathyroid surgery. Surgeons of all specialties are now using nerve
monitoring.50,96 Nerve stimulation can facilitate identiﬁcation of
the nerve, particularly during revision or technically difﬁcult cases,
as well as prognosticate postoperative nerve function.97 IONM may
be particularly useful in young children, in whom there is a higher
risk of postoperative nerve paralysis and the need for tracheotomy.
Recent guidelines provide guidance for the IONM management of
bilateral thyroid surgery applicable to the pediatric age group.98e101
There are various techniques for nerve monitoring if appropriately
sized electromyographic monitoring endotracheal tubes are
unavailable.98
IONM facilitates whether to stage a total thyroidectomy or to
proceed with nerve sacriﬁce.99,100 The negative predictive value
for electromyographic loss of signal and vocal cord paralysis is
99.5%, and the positive predictive value of electromyographic loss
of signal and vocal cord paralysis is 75%.50 For nerves that are
encased by a tumor, attempts to preserve the RLN should be made
when there is contralateral vocal cord paralysis or when ipsilateral stimulation proximal RLN activity is present.50,96,98 Recent
guidelines provide guidance in the management of invasive scenarios and are applicable to the pediatric age group.98 If a vocal
cord is mobile preoperatively, attempts should be made to preserve an intact nerve and to avoid its sacriﬁce. When nerve signal
is lost intraoperatively, staging surgery allows for possible recovery prior to placing the contralateral nerve at risk. Staged

The 2015 ATA pediatric guidelines recommend the following:
“Pediatric thyroid surgery should be performed in a hospital with
the full spectrum of pediatric specialty care, to include but not be
limited to endocrinology, radiology (US and anatomic imaging),
nuclear medicine, anesthesia, a high-volume thyroid surgeon, and
intensive care” (Recommendation 14A).1 This recommendation was
developed because children are seen with unique clinical presentations and outcomes. Clinicians who are familiar with the
nuances of pediatric thyroid disease may provide optimal care. This
would involve providing the appropriate level of aggressiveness
while giving consideration for long-term outcomes.
Providers should keep in mind the excellent prognosis associated with pediatric DTC. Additional research should focus on pediatric DTC survivorship and related issues of surveillance,
complication mitigation and management, fertility, and quality of
life. Multiple studies have shown reduced complications and lower
costs when thyroidectomy is performed in centers that provide
high-volume care.1,65 Therefore, a multidisciplinary team-based
approach should be considered in the surgery of pediatric thyroid
disorders.18,19
Conclusion
The AACE and AHNS recommend a contemporary approach to
the diagnosis and management of pediatric patients with thyroid
cancer. Pediatric thyroid cancer presents with many unique
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nuances, such as bulky cervical adenopathy, an increased incidence
of DSVPTC, and a longer expected lifespan to contend with potential
complications from thyroid surgery (hoarseness, tracheotomy, and
hypocalcemia). We believe optimal outcomes and decreased
morbidity will come from the use of advanced imaging, diagnostic
testing, and neural monitoring of patients treated in high-volume
centers by high-volume surgeons.
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